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Executive Director’s message

Consistent with the Brotherhood’s commitment to finding new
improved ways of working with others, this workbook explores the
range of relationships that we develop to assist us achieve our goals
and have a greater impact in our work.
Joint Action allows us to more effectively research, develop and
deliver innovative and higher quality services, practices and policy
that will drive change to benefit all Australians.
In being clear about the various types of Joint Action we develop,
we will improve the quality of the work we do with others and
ensure that we achieve the best possible outcomes for specific
clients and the broader community.

Tony Nicholson
Executive Director
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1. Introduction
Over the past fifteen years there has been
increasing interest in what are loosely called
'partnerships'. This interest has been motivated
by a variety of drivers including:


recognition by community based
organisations that the complexity of the
issues being dealt with require a range of
skills and expertise greater than that of any
one particular organisation.



government initiatives based on financial
and administrative interests, such as only
dealing with one major organisation on
funded programs.

What do we mean when we talk about
'partnerships'? The term 'partnership' is often
loosely used to describe anything from meeting
casually to talk about common work interests,
right through to formal and even legal
negotiations which can lead to a new entity. The
terms ‘partnering’ or ‘partnerships’ is used very
loosely to describe a wide range of relationships
as demonstrated in Figure 1. In fact, partnerships
are one particular form of Joint Action which
adopt a formal relationship between two or more
organisations.

1.1 The Brotherhood of St Laurence
approach
The Brotherhood of St Laurence uses the term
Joint Action to describe the wide range of
relationships that might be formed externally
with other organisations and internally across the
organisation. This workbook is designed to
develop a consistent approach to what we mean
when we develop new relationships and evaluate
current ones.
The Brotherhood of St Laurence has been
involved in a wide range of Joint Actions over the
years; some of these have been ad hoc and some
have involved detailed legal documentation and
processes for development. It is in the very ethos
of the Brotherhood that whenever we develop a
new program or project we look at the local area
or the area of interest and start from the point of
working with others.

The first and fundamental key to undertaking
joint actions is that every one of them involves a
series of relationships. The most successful joint
actions are those that recognise the importance
and nature of those relationships.

1.2 Joint Action success
There have been many studies, in both business
and not‐for‐profit sectors, on the key success
factors for working with other organisations, and
the literature highlights a number of factors
essential to achieving effective outcomes. This
workbook is based on these key success factors.
Before an organisation commits to working with
others it is important to think about the nature
and variety of ways of undertaking Joint Action
and what is the best option or method for what is
to be achieved. Organisations often ‘fall into’
working relationships with others because of
proximity, location, or ‘it seemed like a good idea
at the time’. Before even agreeing to work with
another organisation, it is important to make a
series of decisions to determine the nature of the
relationship
Successful joint actions are usually motivated by
the following:


a problem is identified in which all of the
stakeholders have a vested interest



the problem is complex with an uncertain
solution



the problem is such that stakeholders
understand that existing approaches will
not adequately address it.
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1.3 Purpose of the workbook
This workbook is designed to commence
conversations and assist processes around the
various types of Joint Action in which the
Brotherhood of St Laurence is involved. It
proposes a framework for thinking about the
various forms of action the Brotherhood may
undertake jointly with others and also suggests
an appropriate delegation of authority for making
decisions about proposals for joint action.

In addition, ongoing success is dependant on:


all involved being committed to learning in
new ways and finding solutions to the
identified complex issues



the agencies involved taking time to discuss
and agree on the fundamental issues
including purpose, desired outcomes,
detailed implementation plans and
practical issues such as staff skills and ways
of working together



ongoing evaluation and monitoring of the
implementation.

The following benefits of working with other
organisations can include:


increased diversity in thinking can lead to
better outcomes



opportunities to share both workload and
resources



increased and new capacity of the various
members



creation of a shared environment for taking
risks in developing new program models



motivation for people to pull together,
which in turn drives and sustains the
relationship.

The worksheets provide useful tools for senior
managers and managers to assess internal
decisions about the type of relationships we want
to develop and the type of organisations we want
to build those relationships with. Whether
initiated externally or internally the worksheets
are particularly useful when examining the more
'formal' types of joint action, so that we can be
more strategic and use our resources in ways that
are focused on the Brotherhood's strategy plan.
The first step in any joint action is to agree on the
vision of what is to be achieved; what will be
different as a result of this relationship? Is this an
action that best uses the skills, knowledge and
experience of the two or more organisations
involved? The next step is to agree on the nature
of the relationship that is required to achieve the
desired goals.
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2. Types of Joint Action
This section describes each of the various points
on the continuum of Joint Action and poses
questions about engagement in this level of
relationship. Networking, cooperation and
coordination come into the category of informal
relationships which usually focus on activities; the
greater the sharing of planning and resources as
well as risk taking, the more formal the
relationship will become, leading to a greater
focus on outcomes.
At times what appears to be a single Joint Action
requires a number of different relationships. For
example, Home Interaction Program for Parents
and Youngsters (HIPPY) has a range of different
agreements with the various providers. At one
level the relationship can be seen as
'Subcontracting' as there are formal contracts
which spell out such things as the form of
program delivery , quality standards and targets
to be met. However the relationship also contains
strong elements of collaboration and coordination
as the HIPPY Consultants regularly visit sites,
provide training, information and other types of
support.
Another quite different example is the work
happening at Connections@Craigeburn where
there are agreements with the various agencies
involved. All of the agencies have signed an MOU
about the governance and operations of the
centre and in addition there are some agencies
which intend to collaborate on and/or coordinate
various projects.
(It is important to note that all decisions related to
the financial aspects of joint actions are subject to
the Financial Delegations Policy which is available
on the intranet).

FIGURE 1: CONTINUUM OF JOINT ACTION

Networking

2.1 Networking
This most basic of joint actions is about
exchanging information through a dialogue, or
conversation, over common issues with similar
groups and organisations. Networking requires
the least amount of commitment and time from
organisations although it can have significant
positive results. This is the easiest type of joint
action as it does not require a change in the
autonomy of the participating organisations or
major effort or resources. Networking is casual,
informal and often carried out in semi‐social
events, over lunch or through shared newsletters
and information sheets.
Networking meetings of professionals in a
community are a useful way of keeping everyone
in touch with the latest information and actions
in that community and more broadly. Although
Networking is low risk, low effort and requires
little organisational commitment it is still
important to consider the pros and cons of
attending network meetings.
Examples: Networking in the Brotherhood can
include professional groupings, on‐off or ad hoc
meetings such as the Family Workers network.
Questions to ask:


What will I gain by attending the network?



What are the benefits to my role and to the
Brotherhood more broadly?



What can I contribute to the network in
terms of sharing information and building
alliances?



What is the benefit, of involvement in this
network, for the people I work with?

Approvals: A decision to Network with other
organisations and/or individuals should be
discussed with your Manager.

Cooperation Coordination Subcontracting Collaboration

Collective
Impact

Partnership
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2.2 Cooperation
Cooperation is seen in informal approaches to
working together on some common issue. For
example a Brotherhood children's program may
work with one or two other like minded
organisations to run a local holiday program.
Cooperation, like networking, holds very little risk
to the organisations involved and is usually
related to short term and/or one off events. A
cooperative relationship requires more
organisational involvement, time and trust than a
networking relationship and the results can
significantly improve people's lives.
Questions to ask:


Will this Cooperation increase the
Brotherhood's ability to achieve its goals?



Does this relationship require a formal
agreement such as an exchange of letters?



Will the joint action require medium to
long‐term commitment?



How will the planning occur and who is
responsible?



Is there joint accountability and to whom?



How will the outputs and outcomes be
measured and apportioned?



Have we sound and robust communication
channels?



Will each organisation maintain its
independence?

Approvals: A decision to cooperate with other
organisations will require approval from your
Manager and a file note.

2.3 Coordination
Coordination is often regarded as the prime
solution to tricky problems. Coordination is the
basis for service co‐location and much case
management; and it does require a level of joint
planning and agreement on what is to be
achieved.

Coordinated relationships require some new
organisational agreements, joint training and a
commitment to the aims of the other
organisations involved. In coordinated joint
action, organisations may share staff, volunteers,
expertise, space, funds, and other resources in
relatively loose arrangements
Examples: An excellent example of Coordination
is the Atherton Gardens Network. Although called
a network it is actually a coordinated approach to
achieving the wellbeing of children on the
Atherton Gardens Estate. Staff from over 20
organisations meet regularly to share their work,
develop projects of mutual benefit, and
undertake joint training. In fact all of the member
organisations have a shared approach to working
with children and their parents that reinforces
emotional intelligence across the community.
Questions to ask:


What is the purpose of the coordinated
action?



What will be achieved together that could
not be achieved alone?



What will be different for clients and the
community as a result of the coordinated
action?



What are the additional resource costs in
time, finances and personal?



What are the timelines and key outputs?



Who is responsible for each aspect of the
coordination?



Who is to take leadership?



How is it to be coordinated?



What are the roles and responsibilities of
each of the organisations involved?

Approvals: Coordination requires approval from
your Manager and a file note made.
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2.4 Subcontracting
There are other types of what could be described
as 'joint action' which do not sit easily on the
continuum. In this context, a subcontractor is a
person or business that agrees to perform certain
activities for an organisation. This contractual
relationship does not create a partnership. The
relationship is task focused with clearly defined
boundaries and expectations.
However, given the number and range of
Brotherhood programs that subcontract part of
their work to another agency or to individuals it is
important to discuss them.
Basically there are two types of subcontracting in
the Brotherhood of St Laurence. The first is what
could be described as 'supply arrangements'
where we subcontract for technical, catering,
maintenance and other services.
The second is what can be described as service
delivery subcontracts where there are aligned
organisations subcontracted to provide specific
client services as part of a larger program. As part
of the subcontract the Brotherhood guarantees to
provide supervision, support, training and
resources to ensure the program is effective.
Examples: In Retirement and Ageing
subcontracting personal care workers; in HIPPY
with local community organisations and in '
Workforce Solutions' and Saver Plus. There are
even examples internally where services contract
the Research and Policy Centre to undertake
specific pieces of work including evaluations.
Questions to ask:


What is the specific task that needs to be
completed?



Is subcontracting the best option?



Will this achieve the best outcomes for the
clients and the program?



How will the sub‐contractors be selected?

Approvals : Individual subcontracts need to be
approved by the General Manager of the relevant
area with reference to the Business Unit.

Prime subcontracts need to be built into the
original project proposal and approved by
Executive using the Proposed Proposal Template
(See Business Unit).

2.5 Collaboration
Collaboration is the first point on the continuum
where the participating organisations are
required to step outside their organisational
boundaries to plan together, make long‐term
commitments, take some risks and commit
resources. It is at this point on the continuum
when those involved have to be willing to give up
some of their own ‘power’ and create new ways
of being and relating.
As the Brotherhood moves into new areas, the
first step is to look to other organisations with
which it can collaborate in acknowledgement that
siloed approaches are seldom effective.
Collaboration benefits both the organisation and
the client group. In fact the clients are usually
involved in planning a successful collaboration.
In a true collaboration those involved think, plan
and act together; they also share resources,
talents, and power. Communication and
commitment are foundational to any successful
collaboration.
Examples: The Brotherhood has a number of
collaborative relationships such as the Melton
Collaborative Youth Transitions Trial. Similar
collaborations are happening in Frankston and
Craigeburn. The Centres for Work and Learning
are also good examples of collaboration.
Entering into a collaboration involves the
organisation in much greater effort and
resourcing than networking, cooperating or
coordinating, and in turn the potential benefits
can be greater:
Questions to ask:


What are the benefits of undertaking this
collaboration?



Do we share a common vision of the
outcomes for our organisations and the
clients we will share?
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What are the resourcing issues and
commitments?



How will we evaluate both the quality of
the relationship and the benefits to clients?



Questions to ask:


Are all of the organisations involved
working in a common geographical area or
on an agreed issue?

What will be different as a result of the
collaboration?



Is there agreement on the nature of the
problem?



What will be the obstacles and challenges
we will have to meet?



Is there shared vision and an overarching
plan?



What are the risks to the Brotherhood
of St Laurence?



Is the focus of the Collective Impact on
outcomes and impact?



What are the benefits to the Brotherhood
of St Laurence?



Are there shared data and measurement
systems?



Is there agreement to dedicate the
required resources to undertake the
agreed actions?



Is there an agreed and common agenda?



Is there agreement on the need for a
backbone organisation with a clear
statement of role and purpose?



Do all members agree to the backbone
organisation analysing and interrogating
the data?



Is there agreement on support processes
for organisations that are not achieving
their targets and outcomes?



Will each of the members of the Collective
Impact be able to act independently on
other issues?



Is there commitment to speak collectively
on shared findings for an agreed policy
reform?



Will the process be mutually supportive
and reinforcing for all members?

Approvals: Collaboration requires the approval of
the General Manager of the relevant Division
based on a short proposal (see Worksheet 4).
Given there are financial implications,
consultation with Finance is essential. An MOU
between the collaborators will be required.

2.6 Collective Impact
Collective Impact arrangements are relatively new
in Australia and are increasingly being discussed
in government and community services sector. It
holds many of the features of collaboration,
however this type of joint action is structured to
achieve an impact without some of the perceived
downsides of collaboration and partnerships.
Collective impact is cross‐sectoral with a broad
community commitment and involves the
development or selection of what is known as a
‘backbone organisation’ to drive the action,
interaction and achievement of the agreed
outcomes. The backbone organisation takes
responsibility for ensuring data collection and
analysis and the measurement of the individual
and joint impact.
Examples: Although currently not an example of
collective impact, the work happening with other
organisations at Connections@Craigeburn has the
potential to move in that direction, as has the
work being considered in the urban growth
corridors.

Approvals: Becoming involved in 'Collective
Impact', especially as a backbone organisation,
will require the agreement of the Executive.
Consultation with Business Planning will assist in
the development of this form of joint action. The
project template on the intranet will need to be
completed.
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2.7 Partnership
At the far end of the continuum is partnering,
which involves the sharing of joint responsibility
through the investment of time, resources and
commitment. The concept of partnering to deliver
a more effective range of services has been driven
by governments in recent years and many so
called partnerships have not been successful
because the relationships have been forced and
uncomfortable.
When organisations come together with common
vision and purpose to create a relationship that
has mutual benefit and shared risk and reward
then a fruitful relationship can be formed that will
make a significant difference to the outcomes
achieved.
Partnerships are not easy, they are time
consuming in their creation and require trust and
honesty. Once established they also need ongoing
maintenance and regular review. It is not enough
to deal with the technical and practical in building
a partnership; the relationships, values and ethics
need to be consistent.



Are the potential partners agreed on the
nature of the problem?



Do they share the vision, goals and desired
outcomes?



What might we be required to give up and
is it worth it?



Are the relationships sustainable and what
risks are associated?



What type of formal agreement is
required?



What are the financial/resource
implications?



Have these been tested and agreed at the
highest level in each organisation?



What are the risks to the Brotherhood of St
Laurence if this partnership is not
successful?



Are there missed opportunities to consider
if the Brotherhood proceeds?



What are the non‐negotiable issues for the
Brotherhood?

Approvals: A Partnership will require Executive
and Board approval with input from Business
Planning and Finance. Consultation with Business
Planning is advised when developing a
partnership and use of the Project Proposal
Template will usually be required (available on
the intranet)
Worksheet 1 on page 12 has repeated the
continuum so that you can consider the types of
Joint Action that your area in currently involved
in. Please consider the various relationships your
program/project/division has with external and
internal divisions/organisations that assist you to
achieve your goals.

Questions to ask:
Would any other approach achieve the
same outcomes?

What is the new form of organisation/
structure that will be required for this
partnership?

Examples: Two high level partnerships are the
Brotherhood’s relationships with the University of
Melbourne and the partnership that has created
Goodstart.

Examples: The Brotherhood has developed a
number of partnerships over the years. One
example is the partnership that is responsible for
Goodstart the early years learning and care
organisation. Another example was the work
undertaken in the partnership to create the
Connie Benn Centre. In both cases the partners
formed a new entity. A more recent example is
the Education First Youth Foyers.





List each relationship under the appropriate
heading on the Joint Action continuum. In some
cases the name of the action is not consistent
with the position it takes on the continuum. For
example the Atherton Gardens Network is closer
to Coordination in its operation. We also have
some relationships which are called Partnerships
which are really either a Collaboration or
Coordination.
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TABLE 1: A SUMMARY: THINKING ABOUT JOINT ACTION
Informal arrangement: Focus on activities

Formal:
Focus on tasks

Formal arrangements: Focus on outcomes

Networking

Cooperation

Coordination

Subcontracting

Collaboration

Collective
Impact

Partnership

Minimal effort

Low effort

Increased effort Managed effort Effort for
collaboration

Effort to
achieve
outcomes

Effort to
manage
partnership

No risk

Low risk

Minimal risk

Managed risk

Potential risk to Considered risk
reputation
to reputation
and finances

Shared risk and
reward

Immediate
short‐term
action

Short‐term/
minimal
planning

Planned action

Detailed
planning in the
subcontract

Comprehensive Independent
planning
action within
planned
approach

Detailed
integrated
planning

Minimal
commitment

Low
commitment

Commitment to Commitment
outputs
through
subcontract

Commitment to
goals and
ongoing
relationship

Commitment to
shared vision
and measured
impact

Commitment to
vision, new
strategic effort
and goals

Minimal
investment

Low investment Limited
and effort
investment

Contract
investment

Investment in
sharing power
and resources
for a common
vision

Investment in
achieving joint
outcomes and
impact

High
investment and
effort to
achieve
partnership

No
organisational
change
required

No
organisational
change
required

Minimal
organisational
changed
required

No change
required

Some areas of
change
required

Change to
measure
impact

May require
considerable
change

No
agreements

Agreed
action

More formal
understanding

Subcontract
agreements

Formal
agreement/
MOU/exchange
letters

Agreement on
process,
outcomes and
measurements

Partnership
agreement with
shared
resources:
financial and
personnel

No required
ongoing
relationship

Low level
relationship

Longer‐term
relationship

Contracted
relationship

Structured
relationships

Focused
relationships

Sustainable
relationships—
agreed roles

No exit

Agreement not
to continue

Agreement not
to continue

Contract
expires or is
terminated

Need agreed
exit
agreements

Need
documented
exit agreement

Need to
formally
terminate
partnership

Discuss with Manager—File note Approval from
required
Manager—
Proposal
submitted

Approval from General
Manager

Approval from Executive—
Project proposal template

One off /adhoc

Activities based Agreed vision
on contract to
to achieve
achieve
outcomes
program
outcomes

Driven by
measured
outcomes

Common
activities

Common
planned
activities

Create new
structure to
deliver vision
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Worksheet 1: Current Joint Action relationships
List the various relationships that you have in your area using the previous definitions and descriptions.
JOINT ACTION CONTINUUM

Networking

Cooperation Coordination Subcontracting Collaboration

Collective
Impact

Partnership

What level of discussion/approval has been sought for this relationship?
Name of Joint Action:

Manager

Senior Manager

General Manager Executive

1.

2.

3.

4.

Given the Joint Action continuum, are there changes needed in this relationship?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Are there other Joint Action relationships that would benefit your program? Please specify.
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3. A thought about integration
Often people talk about partnerships and integration as though they are the same thing. In fact they are
very different. Partnerships are a type of relationship and Integration is a way of delivering services. They
are not even on the same continuum. Integration is on a continuum related to service delivery.

FIGURE 2: SERVICE DELIVERY RESPONSES
Fragmentation

Separate
location

Joint case‐work

Co‐location

Joined‐up
responses

Integration

3.1 Continuum of service delivery
In the same way that joint action can be seen as a continuum from networking to partnership so it is
possible to see a continuum of service delivery from fragmentation through to integration.
For example, it is possible to be in a partnership or collaboration and be in separate locations and it is
possible to provide an integrated service system without a partnership. Collective Impact is one such
model of joint action which provides services in very different ways as does subcontracting.
Being clear about what is to be achieved will require thinking through the best and most appropriate
approach for both the nature of the relationship from the Joint Action continuum and also the service
delivery response described here.

FIGURE 3: THE TWO CONTINUUMS

Service delivery response
Fragmentation

Network

Separate
location

Joint case‐work

Co‐location

Cooperation Coordination Subcontracting

Collabora‐
tion

Joined‐up
responses

Collective
Impact

Integration

Partnership

Joint Action relationship

Note: It is important to acknowledge that these two continuums do not correspond. For example, it is
possible to be coordinated and co‐located or be collaborative and in separate locations.
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4. Using the worksheets
There are five worksheets in this section which
will assist in thinking through Joint Actions. As can
be seen in the previous sections, three of the joint
action arrangements are informal and only
require a file note and approval from a Manager
or Senior Manager. The other four types of joint
action will require a different level of approval
and more formal procedures and documentation.
The worksheets are provided in this section to
assist with these processes.
The first two are useful for thinking through any
type of relationship. Use them for any type of
joint action. For example Worksheet 2 simply
provides some key questions about what you are
planning and consideration about the best people
to do this with.
Worksheet 3 will assist in thinking through, in
more detail, the type of relationship and the
levels of risk and investment required. Use of the
definitions and summary table from Section 2 will
be required when using this worksheet.

4.1 Formalising a Joint Action
The next three worksheets are specifically
targeted at those more formal relationships and
for use once the nature of the relationship is
decided.
Worksheet 4 is based on work done by the
Amherst Wilder Foundation following extensive
consultation with successful collaborations and
partnerships This work identified six major areas
and twenty characteristics that indicate success.
This useful tool can help evaluate the potential
success of any joint action and also identify areas
which might need some further strengthening.
While these worksheets can be used internally
they will provide a much better outcome if used
with potential project personnel from outside the
proposed project as a way of testing that the
organisations/divisions are on the same page.
Worksheet 5 helps to consider the skills and
expertise required in a joint action to ensure that
is will be successful. It might go without saying
that many of the aspects of joint action are within
the skills and expertise of the project team.

Certainly many ‘generic’ skills such as planning,
evaluation, financial and human resource
management will be required. In addition, skills in
working with creative conflict, facilitation,
building and maintaining teams, developing
strategies to create and maintain cross agency
relationships, maintaining and operationalising
the vision are also essential.
The required skills and expertise will differ
somewhat with the type of project, and at various
points throughout the process, and it is not
always possible to know exactly what is going to
be needed in advance. It is possible that there are
people in the broad team who have unrecognised
skills and/or experience which needs to be
identified. Skills such as facilitation, creative and
flexible thinking and a certain flare for
entrepreneurship can be useful.
Worksheet 6 is designed to use after all of the
formal and informal discussions have been held
and before the agreements have been signed.
This worksheet will assist you to clarify the next
level of issues to be considered in any formal joint
action arrangement. After dealing with the
‘higher’ level issues such as values, vision and
desired outcomes, it is important to consider how
the details will be played out. It is important to
check out the areas that can bring a relationship
unstuck because there were assumptions which
were not really agreed on.
For example, have you discussed how client data
will be shared? Do you agree on a common brand
and whether other brands will be included? What
will be the impact of applying for joint funding on
other applications that the individual agencies
might have?
There is often an assumption that these
relationships ‘just happen’ and the experience of
the last twenty years demonstrates that this is
not the case. At times joint actions develop
between organisations that do not share
common visions even though they use the same
language. Other relationships have been
attempted between organisations which have
been in competition. In both of these examples
(and many similar) new behaviours are required
as well as new attitudes.
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Formal Joint Actions often involve organisations
with very different procedures and protocols that
will need to be modified. This can be a creative
process which results in an even better approach
but, at times one organisation finds it almost
impossible to give up their approach and
compromise is impossible. Negotiation and
conflict resolution skills are essential in these
circumstances.
Discussions within the team about the necessary
skills and experience as well as specific knowledge
about the project content is an important step in
the early period of the process. For example, if
the joint action is about young people and
employment then both the process skills and the
content knowledge are essential. It is also
important that the roles and responsibilities of
the team members are clarified and agreed early
in the process.
Please note that these are tools designed to
assist and not to create bureaucracy. They do
not have to be applied rigidly—use them to
assist and adapt them to your specific situation.
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Worksheet 2: Initial considerations of a Joint Action relationship
This worksheet can be used in the very early process when there is an initial thoughts about the possibility
of a joint action. As you go through the process of choosing an appropriate organisational relationship,
consider these factors:

What does each organisation want to accomplish by working together?

Which kind of organisational relationship is necessary to accomplish those goals?

Are there resources available for this kind of organisational relationship, such as time, skills, financial
resources, community support, commitment, and human resources? If not, can those resources be
accessed?

Is there sufficient trust and commitment to support this kind of relationship?

Is there openness to, or recognition of, the idea of compromising and /or letting go of some internal
organisational aspects?
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Worksheet 3: Choosing the appropriate action
This worksheet will assist staff to make decisions about reviewing current joint action relationships and/or
proposing a new one. This worksheet can also be used by people planning a new project and considering
what other groups should be involved; it has equal applicability for internal relationships.


Consider each of the ten issues related to the action below



Circle whether it is minimal, low, medium or high



Answer each of the questions



Decide the type of joint action and the level of approval required.

Name of potential/current Joint Action _________________________________________

Who completed the worksheet_______________________________________________________

1. Alignment with the Brotherhood of St Laurence vision and mission (please circle)
Minimal

Low

Medium

High

1.1 What aspects of the Brotherhood's vision and mission will be supported by this Joint Action?

2. Reason for the Joint Action (please circle the reasons)


Achieve common or complementary goals



Maximize limited resources



Leverage investment



Minimize risk



Enhance credibility of partnering groups



Collaborate to find solutions to complex issues



Make money or share resources



Add value to products, services, programs or activities



Do more or better with less by sharing costs or skills



Integrate ideas, activities and goals with others



Increase lobbying skills, influence, credibility or standing



Attract diverse expertise or knowledge



Enable coordination of activities
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Worksheet 3: Choosing the appropriate action (continued)


Eliminate duplication of services



Any others? Please specify

3. Level of risk (please circle):
Minimal

Low

Medium

High

What are the three most significant risks?

3.1

3.2

3.3

4. Level of 'investment' across the Brotherhood (please circle)
Minimal

Low

Medium

High

What resources will be required?

4.1 Personnel:

4.2 Financial (has a budget been prepared):

4.3 Other:

5. Required changes to the Brotherhood of St Laurence structures (please circle):
None

Minimal

Low

Medium

High
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Worksheet 3: Choosing the appropriate action (continued)
What Brotherhood structures will need to change?

6. Levels of effort:
6.1 What effort is required across the Brotherhood?

6.2 Is the Brotherhood effort matched by the other organisations?

6.3 Is there equal commitment to hold the relationship together?

7. Challenges to be addressed:
Length of time and energy required (please circle):
Minimal

Low

Medium

High

Complexity of arranging and managing the relationship (please circle):
Minimal

Low

Medium

High

Potential conflicts over control as there is unequal power (please circle):
Minimal

Low

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Overcoming distrust and doubt of others (please circle):
Minimal

Low

Compatibility of technology and systems (please circle):
Minimal

Low
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Worksheet 3: Choosing the appropriate action (continued)
8. Relationship type
Note: Some projects will require a number of relationships. This should be acknowledged here.
Type of relationship

Low

Medium

High

Reason for choice

Networking
Cooperation
Coordination
Subcontracting
Collaboration
Collective Impact
Partnership

9. Approval and reporting:
What level of approval is required for this joint action to commence and/or continue?

What are the internal reporting arrangements? (documentation, corporate knowledge sharing, internal
communication , etc.)
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Worksheet 4: Assess your proposed Joint Action
This worksheet is important in deciding the aspects of the more formal arrangements and relationships,
however it can also be useful for more informal joint actions.
Circle each of the characteristics on the scale of 1 to 5 with five being excellent and one being
unsatisfactory.
If most of the scores are below 3 then you should seriously re‐consider any future joint action. Common
scores of 4/5 make the option extremely favourable.

1. Environment


History of collaboration or coordination

12 3 4 5



Collaborative group seen as legitimate leader, reliable and competent

1 2 3 4 5



Favorable political and social climate

1 2 3 4 5

2. Membership characteristics


Appropriate cross‐section of members

1 2 3 4 5



Mutual respect, understanding and trust

1 2 34 5



Members see collaboration as in their self interest

1 2 3 4 5



Ability to compromise to reach consensus

1 2 3 4 5

3. Process and structure


Members feel ownership and share a stake in both process and structure 1 2 3 4 5



Multiple layers of participation

1 2 3 4 5



Flexibility in process and structure

1 2 3 4 5



Clear roles, rights, responsibilities

1 2 3 4 5



Adaptability to changing circumstances

1 2 3 4 5



Appropriate pace for structure, resources, activities

1 2 3 4 5

4. Communications


Open and frequent formal communication

1 2 3 4 5



Includes informal relationships and communication

1 2 3 4 5
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Worksheet 4: Assess your proposed Joint Action (continued)
5. Purpose


Concrete, attainable goals and objectives

1 2 3 4 5



Shared vision, agreed upon mission, objectives, and strategies

1 2 3 4 5



Unique purpose – differs at least in part, from member
organisations’ mission, goals, or approach

1 2 3 4 5

6. Resources


Sufficient funds, staff, materials, time

1 2 3 4 5



Skilled leadership – organisational, interpersonal skills, fairness

1 2 3 4 5

7. Research and evaluation


Rationale, reason and planning

1 2 3 4 5



Data available existing

1 2 3 4 5



Data collection new

1 2 3 4 5



Method and design

1 2 3 4 5



Analysis, quantitative and qualitative

1 2 3 4 5



Reporting, internal and external

1 2 3 4 5



Dissemination

1 2 3 4 5

8. Identify your strongest (and weakest) characteristics

9. How is your joint action doing in relation to the total 20 factors?

10. Where are the strengths and how might you build on these?

11. What’s the impact of the strengths and weaknesses on the process? Products?

12. What might the team do to strengthen the joint effort?
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Worksheet 5: Skills and expertise
Following are the basic skills, expertise and knowledge required to develop a successful collaboration and/
or partnership. Consider each skill and indicate the current situation in the appropriate column.
No – if the skill doesn’t exist in the organisation, 1 to 5 if it does to show the actual level (with 1 being
only just and 5 being excellent).
Don’t over estimate – at some point in the future you might regret this. What action needs to be taken to
redress the lack?
1. Managing partnerships

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Leadership
Managing change
Ability to work with diverse interests
Collective decision‐making
Conflict resolution
Building support
Energy and motivation
Managing expectations
Managing meetings
Flexibility and creativity
2. Planning

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Strategic thinking
Program logic
Forward thinking
Operational planning
Logistics
Time management
Assets identification
Gap analysis
Focus on outcomes
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Worksheet 5: Skills and expertise (continued)
3. Financial management

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Identifying financial resources
Fundraising
Submission
Budgeting
Staying within a budget
Efficiently managing financial resources
4. Negotiation skills

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Effective communication
Joint problem solving
Creating ‘win‐win’ situations
Depending on common goals and process
5. Team building

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Creating good relationships
Group facilitation
Listening
Building trust
6. Problem solving

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Identifying problems
Drawing on team efforts
Planning for success
Encouraging creativity
Identifying opportunities
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Worksheet 5: Skills and expertise (continued)
7. Evaluation

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Strong research
Analytical capacity
Technical skills
Ability to synthesize information
8. People management

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Recruiting
Working with volunteers
Stress and transition management
Managing outside help
9. Content knowledge

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Experience in the project area
Theoretical frameworks
Evidence base
Quality standards
Relevant service system(s)
10. Communication skills

No

Yes

Action required

1 2 3 4 5
Writing reports
Creating flyers, brochures etc
Media communication
Public speaking
Consultation
IT systems and networks
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Worksheet 6: Detailed checklist for formalising Joint Action
Before the MOU or formal agreement is finalised this worksheet should be worked through by the
potential partners. So the two (or more) agencies are ready to formalise the relationship; you have
discussed the purpose, vision and desired outcomes and seem to be in agreement. Now step back and
consider some very practical issues before you put pen to paper. Working through these questions will
identify any gaps in agreements and will form the basis of any formal agreement.
1. Identifying your purpose
What do each of the agencies exist to do?
What will the relationship exist for?
What are your shared aims and principles?
Why are you forming the relationship?
2. Stand by your principles
What systems do you have in place to ensure that
you are true to your principles and purpose?
In what way will your proposed structure achieve
the purpose of the joint action?
3. Impact on funding
Do you know what funding streams the potential
partner (s) has?
Do your proposals put other funding streams at
risk?
How will you undertake joint fundraising?
4. Economies of scale / financial benefits (This may not apply to all projects)
What are the financial benefits of working as a
partnership?
What resources, such as property or staff, can
you share?
Are funders looking for economies of scale and
how will you achieve them?
5. Relationship restrictions
Is the proposed relationship allowed under your
Trust deed or Constitutional Documents?
Are there any other restrictions that will stop you
forming a relationship?
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Worksheet 6: Detailed checklist for formalising Joint Action (continued)
6. Disclosing information
Is the information commercially sensitive?
Do you need a confidentiality agreement?
7. Due diligence
What information have you shared about your
purpose, values and aspirations?
What information have you shared about your
detailed financial situations, for example
assets, liabilities, income?
What information have you shared about your
staff, for example numbers, salaries, conditions
of employment, outstanding disciplinary
actions or tribunal matters?
What information have you shared about other
partnerships and consortia with which you are
involved (as a member or otherwise)?
8. Branding and marketing
Do you have to develop a new brand/image for
your partnership?
How will you maintain your existing brand
recognition?
Do all activities of the joint action go under the
common brand?
How will the joint action be marketed?
Who speaks to the media on behalf of the joint
action?
9. Conflicts of interest
What systems will you have in place to identify
problems and disputes between all parties
early and to stop them escalating?
What sanctions are available if a member
breaches the agreement?
What external/independent involvement will
be needed if there is a dispute?
What data will be shared?
Are data sharing plans consistent with each
data protection obligations?
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Worksheet 6: Detailed checklist for formalising Joint Action (continued)
How will you restrict access to data where
there are conflicts of interest or privacy issues?
Do you need to change the wording of your
client consent forms to share data?
10. Diaries, appointments and case management
How will those involved manage diaries?
Can each staff member easily make
appointments for a client to see staff from
the other staff?
Will the clients have to travel from one
location to another?
If so, how will this appear to the clients and
funders?
Will client data be kept in common and how?
Will there be one or more receptionists?
Where and how will the client’s files be kept?
11. Technology
How do you intend to create one electronic
protocol and system across the two
organisations?
How will telephone systems work together?
What is needed to have the same operating
systems and versions of software? Can you
read each other’s documents?
What IT support and software licenses will be
needed?
12. Quality standards
What quality standard(s) will the partnership
seek to meet?
How will you ensure that all partners meet the
standard(s)?
How will you share expertise and systems to
the benefit of all partners?
What will you do if one or more partners can’t
meet the standard(s)?
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Worksheet 6: Detailed checklist for formalising Joint Action (continued)
13. Governance
What will your governance structure be?
What influence do the partners have on the
governance/management?
Is there a separately constituted body?
Does it allow for prompt decision‐ making?
Will individual partners have to delegate
decision‐making responsibility to the
partnership management?
What will your governance structure be?
Should one agency take the lead?
14. Staffing
What are the implications for the staff from the
various organisations?
Will there be differentials in pay and
conditions?
Will all staff work for the one organisation or
will they remain employed by the individual
agencies?
Are your processes fair, transparent and robust,
sufficient to withstand legal challenge?
15. Termination and contingency
When will the relationship come to an end?
Can it be ended before that time? How?
What happens to the contracts/funding when it
ends?
What happens if one organisation wishes to
leave? Does this bring the whole initiative to
an end?
What happens if one of the organisation runs
into financial difficulties or can no longer partici‐
pate in a particular contract?
What happens to any shared resources when it
ends?
What happens to the staff?
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Worksheet 6: Detailed checklist for formalising Joint Action (continued)
16. The future
If you are going to bid for a new contract, can
this be done together?
How do new organisations enter the joint action?
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